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School Profile 
Vision:  We are 

·       engaged in intellectual pursuits 
·       inspired to challenge the present 
·       empowered to adapt, innovate, and succeed today and tomorrow. 
 

Mission Statement:  Inspired by our students’ infinite potential, Stony Creek elementary ensures student-
centered learning that seamlessly integrates inquiry learning, 21st Century Skills, and technology in an 
interdisciplinary, authentic approach to learning. 
 
Motto:  Learning everyday, growing every way, Stony Creek. 
 
Description of the School, Community, and Educational Programs:  
Stony Creek Elementary serves 600 students from Early Childhood through fifth grade. Students who attend  
Stony Creek live in the south central portion of the district in suburban Noblesville, Indiana. Noblesville is the 
county seat of the fastest growing county in Indiana. Noblesville Schools has accommodated this growth by 
redistricting students within seven elementary schools to balance out student numbers. Stony Creek will be 
gaining approximately 100 new students next year due to redistricting. Title I services will still be offered at 
Stony Creek for those students who need it.  In 2013-14, free and reduced lunch numbers increased by 2% over 
the previous school year to 35.5%. 18% of the students receive special education services (2% are Functional 
Academic Program and 1% are Life Skill students), 4% are English Language Learners (LEP), and 10% are 
Title I students.  At the start of the 2013-14 school year, six new teachers joined the faculty.  Noblesville 
Schools hired lead Title I teachers at all Title I schools, which includes Stony Creek.    
 
Description and location of the curriculum:   
The curriculum is based on the new Indiana Academic Standards.  The Noblesville Schools K-6 Framework for 
Literacy is the basis for the literacy curriculum.  District-wide curriculum maps have been developed to support 
a common curriculum and to support the transition to the common core standards. Grade level curriculum maps 
are posted on the district website.  All classroom teachers will have access to the new standards.  Additional 
copies will be located in the building work areas.  These same standards can be found online at the IDOE 
website, as well as the corporation site:  www.nobl.k12.in.us.  Student mastery of academic standards are 
assessed during the year with data, which in turn is used to guide instruction. 
 
Assessment Instruments Used in Addition to ISTEP+: 
Acuity - This online assessment for 3rd - 5th grade students is administered three times a year prior to ISTEP+.  
This assessment allows teachers to monitor mastery of state standards in areas tested on the ISTEP+.  It also 
provides instant feedback to staff on strengths and weaknesses of individuals, the class and the grade level so 
that instruction can be adjusted.   
 
DIBELS Next - This grade K-2 literacy assessment provides data on letter naming fluency, initial sound fluency, 
oral reading fluency, phoneme segmentation and nonsense word fluency.  Classroom teachers use the 
assessments to provide individualized instruction of students at individual literacy levels.  
 
Running Records - Teachers progress monitor individual student reading skills using a variety of literacy 
resources.  Running records allow teachers to focus instruction on the student's needs. 
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Fountas / Pinnell Benchmark Systems - This literacy assessment is used to determine individual student reading 
levels and skills.  Results of this assessment assists staff to inform responsive instruction to meet student needs 
and group students for small group instruction. 
 
Writing Performance Assessments - The corporation adopted the Writing Pathways Performance Assessments 
and Learning Progressions by Lucy Calkins as an instructional tool to provide students with continuous 
assessment, timely feedback, and clear goals.  
 
IREAD 3 - Grade 3 reading assessment is used to measure phonics and reading comprehension.  This test will 
determine student promotion to 4th grade, and change how we teach literacy throughout the year. Students who 
do not pass IREAD 3 will receive intensified instruction in the area(s) of need. 
 
Math Problem Solving Benchmark Prompts - Stony Creek staff will enrich Everyday Math instruction by 
adding problem-solving instruction.  Beginning, middle and end of the year grade level prompts will be 
developed to help guide problem solving instruction. 

Summary of Data and Goals 
The graphs that follow show attendance rates, ISTEP+ passing information, and the specific data that directly 
supports the two school improvement plan goals. 

 
During the 2012-2013 school year, the school enrollment decreased due to redistricting. Stony Creek decreased 
12%, because of the decrease in total population, Stony Creek also experienced a decrease in ethnic diversity.  

 
The first graph is the free and reduced lunch percentage for the 2013-14 school year. 29.7% of Stony Creek 
students received free lunch, and 5.8% received reduced price lunch. This was a 1.5% increase in free lunches, 
and a .5% increase in reduced lunches from the 2012-2013 school year, when Stony Creek had 28.2% of 
students receiving free lunch, and 5.3% reduced lunch. 
 
A three-year growth trend is shown in the second graph.  Stony Creek had been experiencing steady growth in 
the students receiving Free/Reduced Lunch until redistricting took place in 2012-13, and then had a higher 
percentage growth of 8.6%.  There was also a slight increase of 2% from 2012-13 to 2013-14. 
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The number of students in the Free/Reduced Lunch category has gone up over the past three years beginning at 
47 students in 2011-12 and ending at 84 in 2013-14.  During this same time, the percentage of these students 
passing the Math portion of ISTEP+ has also increased from 67% passing in 2011-12 to 75% passing in 2013-
14.  Although free and reduced lunch students have made achievement gains, additional work must be focused 
on closing the performance gap between paid and free/reduced lunch students. 

 
Third grade student performance increased by 6% from the 2012-2013 to the 2013-2014 school year.  Fourth 
grade student performance increased by 6% from 2012-2013 to 2013-2014.  Fifth grade stayed consistent from 
the 2012-2013 school year to the 2013-2014.  There is no 5th grade data for the 2012 school year due to 5th 
grade being moved back into the elementary buildings from the Intermediate School during the 2012-13 school 
year. Everyday Math was implemented during the 2012-2013 school year; this program features a spiraled 
curriculum and more computation practice. The school improvement plan will continue to include a problem 
solving component because problem-solving includes comprehension, logic and computation. 

 
The graph here shows the breakdown of only 3rd grade students at Stony Creek during the 2013-14 school year. 
It provides more information, as well as groups of students who may need additional support.  
 
Math results continued to improve in most areas with the exception of the special education population. Scores 
for students in this subgroup dropped 8% from 2013-14. There is no 2014 data for the EL group this year due to 
a small amount of EL students. The largest increase in scores was in the free and reduced lunch student group 
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with an increase of 16%. The 2013-14 school year was the second year for the math curriculum, Everyday Math. 
The staff also incorporated three word problem prompts at the beginning, middle, and end of the year to give 
teachers more data for teaching points. The Stony Creek staff will continue to implement interventions through 
RTI to assist students who need additional support and instruction.  

 
Fourth grade scores increased from 2013 to 2014 in all areas except for the general education population,  
which decreased by 1%. The special education group increased by 18%, while paid lunch and free and reduced 
lunch each increased by 2%.   

 
Fifth grade scores increased from 2013 to 2014 in all areas except for the population of students who have paid 
lunch, which decreased by 1%. The special education group increased by 18%, while paid lunch and free and 
reduced lunch each increased by 2%.   

 
Analysis of Acuity Form C data indicates third grade student results decreased 5% from 2013 to 2014, but 4th 
grade increased by 6% and 5th grade by 3%. As a result of this data, it has been determined that Stony Creek will 
need to continue to improve reading comprehension through the use of reading strategies in both Literary and 
Nonfiction/Information texts, critical thinking, and analytical writing.  Title 1 support was added in August 2013 
for a small percentage of 3rd grade students, and increased slightly adding a few additional students in January 
2014.  The staff will need to monitor needs for increased intervention services in 3rd grade, as well as 
kindergarten through 2nd grade. 
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Stony Creek third, fourth, and fifth grade students all improved their reading comprehension scores for the 
2013-14 school year.  The third grade scores increased by 1%.  Fourth grade improved their scores from 83% to 
91%. The fifth grade group increased by 4%.   

 
The passing percentage of general education students increased by 8% from the spring of 2013 to the spring of 
2014.  The special education passing percentage decreased by 1%. The free/reduced student rate increased by 
11% from 2013 to 2014.   The paid lunch population has stayed consistent for the last 3 years.  The gap between 
the free/reduced lunch and paid lunch scores decreased to 16% from the Spring of 2013 to Spring of 2014. 

 
The passing percentage of general education students declined slightly to 91% during the 2013-2014 year.  The 
percent passing in special education increased by 28% from 2013 to 2014.  There is no data for LEP because 
Stony Creek had fewer than 10 students in the category this year. The passing percentage of paid lunch students 
increased 1% from 2013 to 2014,  while the passing percentage of free/reduced students increased 8% from 
2013.  
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There was an increase in most subgroups for fifth grade during the 2013-14 school year. Paid lunch remained 
the same at 90%. General education increased by 2%, while the free and reduced lunch subgroup increased by 
19%.  Passing rates for the special education subgroup for 2013-14 increased by 23%.  

 
The percent of students reading on benchmark and above in kindergarten decreased 10% from 2013 to 2014. 
The end of the year instructional level expectations for kindergarten increased from level C to D. Teachers were 
intentional about emphasizing the SIP reading strategies with students to build stronger independence in reading 
at the end of the year and retention of skills over the summer. kindergarten teachers implemented interactive 
reading and guided reading with fidelity this school year. 
 
The percent of students reading on benchmark and above in first grade increased 7% from 2013 to 2014. The 
end of the year instructional level expectations for first grade increased from level I to J. first grade students 
were assessed primarily on works of fiction. 
 
The percent of students reading on benchmark and above in second grade increased 22% from 2013 to 2014. 
There was a 12% increase of students at benchmark and above from 2013 first grade to 2014 second grade. 
Second grade students were assessed primarily on works of fiction. 
 
The percent of students reading on benchmark and above in Third grade decreased 2% from 2013 to 2014. The 
second grade to third grade cohort group increased 17% from 2013 to 2014. Third grade students were assessed 
on works of fiction at the beginning and middle of the year and works of non-fiction at the end of the year.   
 
The percent of students reading on benchmark and above in Fourth grade increased 7% from 2013 to 2014. The 
third grade to fourth grade cohort group increased 4% from 2013 to 2014. Fourth grade students were assessed 
on works of nonfiction throughout the school year.  
 
The percent of students reading on benchmark and above in fifth grade was consistent at 90% from 2013 to 
2014. The fourth grade to fifth grade cohort group increased 6% from 2013 to 2014. Students were assessed on 
non-fiction during the entire duration of the school year.  
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After the summer retest, 94% of the students passed IREAD-3. There was a 3% decrease from 2013 to 2014 on 
the percent of students passing IREAD-3 after the Summer retest. Students who did not pass the spring test 
participated in an intervention program after school to support them with their reading needs.  All students that 
did not pass the summer 2014 retest were students that either had an IEP or an ILP and qualified for the Good 
Cause Exemption. The staff will continue to focus intervention efforts for at risk third graders next year, 
including a new program called ReadUp in conjunction with United Way. 

 
The third grade students’ writing applications scores increased by 1%  from 2013-2014.  The fourth grade 
students writing applications increased by 5% from 2013-2014.  The fifth grade stayed consistent from 2013 to 
2014. Stony Creek students are consistently scoring around 90% on ISTEP+ writing applications.    

 
Stony Creek had a stable attendance rate from the 2010-11 school year to the 2011-12 school year.  
Redistricting occurred at the beginning of the 2012-13 school year.  Several new students came to Stony Creek 
with existing attendance issues.  The overall attendance rate dropped to 96.1%.  The administrative team 
monitored attendance and made calls to parents as warranted.  Home visits were done at a higher rate than 
previous years to try to address attendance issues.  The school made more attendance referrals to the Hamilton 
County Prosecutor’s office than in past years as well.  Attendance will be a focus for the school in 2013-14, and 
we are already actively working with the new Student Assistance Program on several attendance concerns. 
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Conclusions 
How the curriculum supports the achievement of Indiana Academic Standards:  
 
The new Indiana Academic Standards provide Stony Creek’s curriculum. Instruction and assessments are 
standards based, and the results are used to direct remediation/instruction.   
 
Instructional strategies that support the achievement of Indiana Academic Standards:  
                 
District-wide curriculum mapping has aligned the Common Core and Indiana Academic Standards. 
Through the district-wide balanced literacy framework, reading instruction is differentiated based on individual 
student need in guided reading. Further development of the instructional strategies within shared reading and 
interactive read-aloud will be points of emphasis.  A comprehensive math program evaluation was conducted 
last year that resulted in the adoption of Everyday Mathematics for grades K-5. Stony Creek has noted that math 
computation continues to cause errors in problem-solving, so it will continue to be a point of emphasis.  Practice, 
remediation, and enrichment strategies support math instruction based on individual student need.  
       
The staff utilizes book studies, grade level PLC meetings, staff meetings, professional development, and literacy 
coaching to continue growing in the best identified practices in educational research. The literacy specialist at 
Stony Creek began working with the staff in the fall of 2009, and continues to facilitate implementation of 
Noblesville’s Comprehensive Literacy Framework.  The focus this past year was on getting students to think and 
respond with higher levels of thinking through close reading.  During the 2013-2014 school year, the staff 
completed a book study on PBL in the Elementary Grades by the Buck Institute of Education.  It will help guide 
teachers in creating project based learning activities for students. 
 
 
The staff uses national, state, district and building wide assessments to gauge student growth and needs.  The 
results of these assessments allow staff members to analyze data and their teaching strategies.  Instruction is 
then informed by data received. Differentiated instruction and interventionists are used to ensure that each 
student is learning every day and growing every way at Stony Creek. 
 
Conclusions about student achievement, based on ISTEP+ and other assessments:  
  
The majority of students at Stony Creek demonstrate proficiency above the state average on the ISTEP+ exam.  
The students who do not pass ISTEP+ or meet benchmark assessments given during the school year are 
remediated through differentiated instruction and a variety of programs including IRead or ISTEP+ Club, small 
group instruction, Leveled Literacy Intervention, Title I services, and the Response To Intervention process.  
Stony Creek offers a daily intervention time with specials teachers for first grade students who are struggling on 
specific literacy skills. During the 2014-15 school year Stony Creek will partner with United Way to offer a 
reading intervention called Read Up.  Trained volunteers will provide thirty minutes of one-on-one intervention 
three times a week with a small group of students at risk for not passing IREAD3.  These students will not be 
part of special education or Title I interventions.   
 
Staff will continue to evaluate and implement programs to help all students through the goal committees, school 
improvement committee, grade level / special area PLCs, and as an entire staff.  Parent meetings are held for all 
students who did not pass ISTEP+.  An action plan for remediation is presented to the parent, student and 
teacher to make sure all stakeholders understand the needs of the student.  This plan is kept on file, and middle 
of the year benchmark data in the areas of concern for the child will be communicated to the parents. 
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Third graders improved their scores in math problem solving and in reading and writing applications. The 
school improvement plan will continue to include a problem-solving component because problem-solving 
includes comprehension, logic and computation.  After specific data analysis, the staff determined that 
computation needed to be an additional focus to the math problem-solving goal.  Further analysis shows that 
computation is also a problem.  Students might be able to know how to solve a word problem, but computation 
errors hinder the result.  The staff implemented the Everyday Math program beginning in August of 2012.  
Additional emphasis was placed on problem solving and mastering math facts.  The staff will continue to 
incorporate writer’s workshop, as well as mini lessons based on individual needs. In reading, the staff will 
continue to work on comprehension strategies throughout the course of their instruction, and incorporate writing 
as a response to literature across the curriculum.  
 
Fourth graders improved in all areas of testing this year except the general education subgroup in math. Staff 
will focus on comprehension in literary texts in all genres, and incorporate more fictional works of literature in 
guided reading, in addition to the non-fiction ones they already use. The staff incorporated writing as a response 
to literature and across the curriculum in their weekly plans.  Higher-level thinking activities will also be 
incorporated.  In math, fourth grade will continue to focus on problem-solving and computation goals.  The staff 
implemented the Everyday Math program with all students. After specific data analysis last year, the staff 
determined that computation needed to be an additional focus to the math problem solving goal.  The analysis 
also showed a weakness in comprehension skills to problem solve.   Students might be able to know how to 
solve a word problem but computation errors hindered the results. Ten minutes of extra computation practice a 
day was included in our school improvement plan. Teachers will continue to include both problem solving 
practice, as well as extra computation practice, in their math curriculum to allow more room for improvement. 
 
Fifth graders improved or stayed consistent in most areas of testing.  There was a 1% decrease in the subgroup 
of special education for math.  However, the special ed and free and reduced lunch subgroups had significant 
increases in the area of language arts.   Staff focused on algebra and problem solving skills throughout the 
school year. Computation practice was also included in the daily routine. During reading, the staff incorporated 
works of fiction and nonfiction into the curriculum. Writing in response to reading was integrated into both 
whole group instruction, as well as guided small groups. The staff will continue to implement the Writer’s 
Workshop model into their writing instruction.  
 
Parental Participation in the School:   
Parents start the year off with grade level Back to School nights.  Stony Creek has student led parent-teacher 
conferences in October, but many parents communicate with staff on a more regular basis via e-mail, phone, 
written correspondence or in person. Weekly newsletters are sent electronically from the principal and teachers. 
Information is also posted on staff and school web pages. Stony Creek hosts a Young Author’s Showcase in the 
spring where student published books are on display for families to come and read together.  There is also a 
family pancake breakfast and art show during Young Authors. Parents and community members came together 
for a community outreach event called Stony Creek Cares, sponsored by the Noblesville Youth Assistance 
Program.  
 
Parents volunteer daily in the building working with students in small group or individual sessions.  Parents and 
students serve on the School Improvement Committee.  Some of the parents on this committee no longer have 
students in our building, but have elected to remain involved in school activities.   
 
Stony Creek’s PTO is active putting on the Ice Cream Social, hosting movie, open facility and family dance 
nights.  They support the staff by funding enrichment programs, putting on two book fairs a year, and 
sponsoring the reading incentive program.  This group donated funds in the last year to buy various materials 
for classrooms.     Book fairs generate a free book for EVERY Stony Creek student, as well as new materials for 
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the library.  BoxTops for Education became a new source of significant income for the PTO this year, raising 
$3,600. 
 
Safe and Disciplined Learning Environment: 
The district installed AirPhone systems at all buildings to improve security. The system allows the office staff to 
admit visitors into the building by activating the electronically-controlled door. Visitors must provide 
identification and have their photo taken before being granted access into the main building. An additional part-
time secretary was hired to help monitor the office; now two staff members are in the front office at all times. 
The District has provided staff ALICE training to allow staff to make responsive decisions in the event of an 
intruder. 
 
An outside organization was hired to perform a safety audit for the district during the spring of 2013.  Stony 
Creek has made changes to the physical features and procedures of the building to address needs reported in the 
audit.  Some of the changes addressed were adding security gates in the hallways to limit access to classrooms 
after school hours, cleaning up outside landscape to limit visual obstructions, and installing a reinforced gate for 
access to the entrance drive. Stony Creek Elementary continues to work with district staff to address any areas 
of concerns in regards to school safety.   
 
The building has a crisis team of staff members to help with tragic events that could happen. Crisis Prevention 
Intervention training has been provided for select staff members.  This team is activated via radio when there is 
a safety issue with a student.     
 
Stony Creek has a Positive Behavior Intervention System team with representation across the grade levels and 
special education.  This team has been working for the past three years to refine procedures and put into place 
discipline guidelines for students and staff to use.  The team continues collaborating on positive behavior 
reinforcement ideas to implement across the building.  Discipline data will be reviewed in order to provide 
targeted intervention support to both students and staff.  Stony Creek has five PBIS celebrations to recognize 
students for positive behavior.  
 
Technology as a Learning Tool: 
Stony Creek students use technology to enhance learning and develop the skills of  21st Century learning. 
Students take an active role in acquiring and refining their learning by critical thinking, organizing, creating, 
collaborating, presenting, problem-solving, writing, researching and reading. Technology tools used to motivate 
student learning include, but are not limited to, My Big Campus, Microsoft Office, Google Docs, Google+,  
Internet, Destiny library catalog, Webquests, Kidspiration, online sources such as World Book and Inspire, 
Tumblebooks, Bookflix, PebbleGo, and Successmaker and a variety of apps.  In addition, students use 
stationary and mobile labs, digital still and video cameras, video and photo software such as iMovie and iPhoto, 
podcasts, and iPads to enhance learning processes and outcomes. 
  
Teachers utilize diverse technological components to support the Common Core Standards and the Stony Creek 
school improvement goals. An online assessment, Acuity, is used to guide teacher instruction.  In addition, 
technology is used as a tool in communication, professional development, collaboration, and record keeping. 
Technology tools used include, but are not limited to, My Big Campus, NS Schoolwire pages, Acuity, Reading 
A to Z, TeachingBooks.net, document cameras, projectors, iPads, video retrieval system, online resources, 
PowerSchool, and Inform. 
 
Professional Development: 
During the 2011, 2012, and 2013 summers, staff representatives from different grade levels participated in a 
week-long writing instruction training called the Indiana Writing Project at Ball State University. These Indiana 
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Writing Project teams have helped support grade level staff members during the school year. Noblesville 
Schools is currently working with a representative from Ohio State University to continue to enhance our 
writing instruction and increase the success of students through the Writer’s Workshop model. Four staff 
members from Stony Creek engaged in several days professional development with the OSU instructor. These 
staff members brought the information back to the staff, and began training them with the new information. 
Writing is an important part of reading comprehension development; the staff continues to work with the 
literacy specialist on incorporating writing about reading across the curriculum.  During the 2014-15 school 
year, staff will continue to receive professional development on Writer’s Workshop.  
 
In 2013-14,  the literacy specialist led professional development on close reading for upper elementary grades, 
and lower grades have continued to work on integrating science and social studies into the literacy curriculum. 
The emphasis this year was asking higher level questions to promote critical thinking.   Grade level teachers 
were provided time to meet with the literacy specialist each semester as a team.  Teachers were also supported  
individually throughout the school year using a coaching model with the literacy specialist. The literacy 
specialist will be leading professional development on conferring and teachers responding instructionally to 
students needs, as well as the Writer’s Workshop during the 2014-2015 school year. 
 
During the spring of 2014, the staff completed a book study of PBL in the Elementary Grades by the Buck 
Institute for Education. It helped guide teachers in creating their own projects for the 2014-15 school year, as 
well as how to get students to engage in deeper critical thinking and 21st Century Skills.    
 
Project Lead the Way will be implemented during the 2014-2015 school year.  Project Lead the Way will 
enable the students to experience and explore project based learning through the STEM model.  The STEM 
model consists of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.  Two lead teachers were trained in June 
and July of  2014 at the university level by PLTW staff.  The lead teachers will provide one and a half days of 
training for the staff of Stony Creek at the start of the school year.  Stony Creek staff members will continue 
their training online throughout the school year.  
 
The math committee closely monitored the problem solving piece of the problem solving goal.  Each grade 
level created math prompts for the beginning, middle, and end of the year.  Data was collected from the prompts 
to drive instruction during math.  Staff received time during PLCs to collaborate in planning for math 
instruction with standards and the Everyday Math curriculum. Several staff members were able to attend a 
Numeracy Consultants professional development day that focused on interventions, primarily for grades K-3. 
Those staff members will be working to train the staff on the various interventions throughout the course of the 
2014-2015 school year. RTI resources are also being gathered by the Math Leadership Team members 
throughout the district and will be given to staff when they are completed.   
   
The data committee worked closely with the school improvement goal committees and the continued 
implementation of our student data binders.  Data binders were also used in a variety ways during parent-
teacher conferences. Most parent teacher conferences are student-led using the binders.  This allowed students 
to share their data with parents and expand on their knowledge of successes and areas that need strengthened. 
The committee focused their efforts on language arts and the achievement differences between girls and boys . 
A half day was used to analyze the language arts assessments so that areas of weaknesses could be addressed.  
 
The PBIS committee provided follow up support for all staff members on the new implementation process for 
the past three school years.  The committee analyzed data and continues to refine the levels of support needed 
by students, staff, and parents.  The committee met monthly to develop new ideas, as well as create professional 
development for the staff.  The staff had at least one meeting each semester to provide more training on 
interventions and other areas where it is needed. 
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Continuing in 2014-15 school year, additional professional development will be provided at Stony Creek by the 
elementary lead teachers.  High ability, technology, primary and secondary math, and two Project Lead the Way 
lead teachers have been identified for Stony Creek.  These teachers will participate in district and regional 
professional development, and then provide leadership with their new knowledge at the building level.   

Specific Improvement Areas 
Student attendance dropped during the 2012-13 school year.  Staff members have been working with the 
families, the student assistance program, and the prosecutor’s office on excessive absences.  As a staff we will 
continue to better promote daily attendance for all students, so that learning can occur.  This will be done on 
announcements, in the newsletter, and a visual outside classroom doors. 
 
Special education students are still lagging behind their peers in the area of math scores.  Students with 
Individual Education Plans that did not pass ISTEP Math during the 2012-13 school year had math goals added 
to their IEPs.  Supports will be put in place to better monitor their math skills throughout the year. Math lead 
teachers will be providing support in RTI and various interventions for teachers to use throughout the year.  
 
Kindergarten reading benchmark levels have decreased 19% over the past 3 years. In 2011-12, 96% of 
kindergarten students read at benchmark. Last year the percentage of students reading at benchmark decreased 
to 87%. During the 2013-14 school year only 77% of kindergarten students read at benchmark. There have been 
many changes at Stony Creek, including redistricting during 2012-13, and the district expectations increasing 
for kindergarten. Teachers will continue to work with the building instructional coach, as well as the media 
specialist, for reading support with their students.   
    

Statutes and Rules to Be Waived 
There are no statutes or rules to be waived. 
 

Timeline for Implementation, Review and Revision 
The school improvement plan will be implemented at the beginning of the 2014-2015 school year, review will 
be ongoing, and revision will occur by June 30, 2015. 
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Noblesville Schools 
School Improvement Action Plan 

Goal All students will improve their mathematical problem solving with fewer errors in computation. 
Benchmarks ISTEP+ problem solving scores will be 7% above the state average for 3rd-5th grade by June 30, 2015. 

ISTEP+ computation scores will be 6% above the state average for 3rd-5th grade by June 30, 2015. 
Supporting Data  Areas of Greatest Progress Areas of Greatest Challenge 

3rd grade free and reduced lunch; 4th grade 
special education 

3rd grade special education 

Targeted Subgroups ELL; Free & Reduced; Special Education Learners  
 

Instructional Strategies (Teachers will…) Learning Outcomes (Students will…) 
Teachers will provide daily math fact practice for at least 10 
minutes per day.  

Students will master math facts based on appropriate grade-level 
standards, preceding grade-level standards, and will introduce 
skills for following grade-level standards.  

Teachers will teach specific decoding techniques using the six-
step approach and will require students to re-state the problem to 
check for understanding.  

Students will improve problem-solving skills by using a six-step 
process: underline the question, circle key words, box numbers 
needed to solve the problem, solve, check work, and look back to 
see if the question has been answered.  

Teachers will model vocabulary usage, emphasize related terms 
and assess student understanding of key terms.  

Students will use vocabulary when solving and explaining 
problems. 

  
Research Supporting 
Instructional Strategies 

Classroom Intervention that Works by Marzano; Best Practice: New Standards for Teaching and 
Learning in America’s Schools by Zemelman, Daniels, and Hyde 

 
Professional Development 

Action Timeline 
Professional development on guided math across the grade levels 
to encourage various strategies of teaching and learning will be 
provided to staff.  

 
Everyday Math training for new teachers will be done to provide 
additional support for their teaching. 
 
Numeracy Consultants/RTI training led by math lead teachers 
provide staff with additional support and practices to use with 
struggling students.  

	  

August 2014 – June 2015 
 
 
 
July - September 2014 
 
 
August 2014 – June 2015 

 
  Monitoring System 

Action Review and Revision 
• Pre-‐	  and	  Post-‐	  tests	  
• Student	  data	  binders	  
• Classroom	  lesson	  plans	  (new	  teachers)	  
• Daily	  math	  fact	  practice	  tracking	  system	  
• PLC	  discussions	  and	  minutes	  
• RTI	  process	  
• Math	  committee	  meeting	  notes	  
• Administrative	  walkthroughs	  	  
• SIP	  Implementation	  Rubric	  

• Before	  and	  after	  each	  math	  unit	  
• BOY,	  MOY,	  and	  EOY	  
• Weekly	  
• Quarterly	  
• Weekly	  
• Monthly	  
• Bi-‐monthly	  
• A	  minimum	  of	  5	  times	  a	  year	  
• BOY,	  MOY,	  and	  EOY	  

 

Assessments:  Standardized and/or locally developed measures of progress toward the goal   
ISTEP+ 
Acuity BOY, MOY, EOY 
Timed Math Fact Tests 
Math prompts BOY, MOY, EOY 
 

rev 8/14 
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Stony Creek School Improvement Plan Implementation Rubric 
Math Problem Solving with Emphasis on Grade Level Skill Mastery 

 
Purpose of the goal: Underlining, Circling, and Boxing 
• to help students focus in on what the question is asking to aide them in correctly solving the problem 
 
Full Implementation: 
Time Commitments 
• daily and/or when applicable; on all word problems 
 
Instructional Strategies 
• Teacher	  models	  as	  students	  provide	  information	  that	  should	  be	  underlined,	  circled,	  and	  boxed 
• Students	  are	  doing	  this	  independently	  on	  all	  math	  assignments	  as	  well	  as	  modeling	  in	  class	  for	  their	  

peers.	  	  (Students	  may	  still	  have	  the	  problem	  read	  to	  them	  in	  First	  grade	  and	  the	  beginning	  of	  Second	  
grade.) 

• Both	  students	  and	  teachers	  can	  explain	  the	  reason	  for	  this	  strategy. 
 
Assessment Practices (Formative/Summative) 
• Problem solving and/or daily math practice 
 
 
Partial Implementation: 
Time Commitments 
• on some, but not all word problems 
 
Instructional Strategies 
• Teacher models how to box, circle, and underline while giving the information to the students.   
• The students are not actively involved in finding the information and are not expected to do it independently 
on assignments. 
• Teachers can explain the reasoning behind this strategy, but the students cannot. 
 
Assessment Practices (Formative/Summative) 
• Problem solving and/or math practice not done regularly 
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Stony Creek School Improvement Plan Implementation Rubric 
Math Problem Solving with Emphasis on Grade Level Skill Mastery 

 
Purpose of the goal: to improve students’ knowledge of their math facts 
 
Full Implementation: 
Time Commitments 
• 10 minutes daily 
 
Instructional Strategies 
• 5th grade – locally developed computation and problem solving review daily 
• 4th grade - pairs of students practicing math facts with “Rocket Math” worksheet daily 
• 3rd grade – pairs of students practicing math facts with “Rocket Math” worksheet daily 
• 2nd grade –students practicing math facts with activities and/or timed tests 
• 1st grade – students practicing math facts with activities and/or timed tests 
• K – (number sense) counting, math games daily 

 
Assessment Practices (Formative/Summative) 
5th grade- weekly quiz over computation and problem solving review 
• 4th grade – baseline pretest, daily “Rocket” test, post-test 
• 3rd grade – baseline pretest, daily “Rocket” test, post-test 
• 2nd grade – baseline pretest, daily timed test or math activity, post-test 
• 1st grade – daily time tests and/or activities, report card assessments 
• K – 1st number sense activities; 2nd semester fact practice activities daily 
 
Partial Implementation: 
Time Commitments 
• 1-9 minutes daily or not 10 minutes daily 
Instructional Strategies 
• 5th grade – locally developed computation and problem solving review 1-4 times/wk 
• 4th grade - pairs of students practicing math facts with “Rocket Math” worksheet 1-4 times/wk 
• 3rd grade – pairs of students practicing math facts with “Rocket Math” worksheet 1-4 times/wk 
• 2nd grade – students practicing math facts with activities and/or timed tests 1-4 times/wk 
• 1st grade – students practicing math facts with activities and/or timed tests 1-4 times/wk 
• K – (number sense) counting, math games 1-4 times/wk 
 
Assessment Practices (Formative/Summative) 
5th grade – locally developed computation and problem solving quiz 1-3 times/month 
• 4th grade – baseline pretest, 1-4 weekly practice tests “Rocket” test, post-test 
• 3rd grade – baseline pretest, 1-4 weekly practice tests “Rocket” test, post-test 
• 2nd grade – baseline pretest, timed test or math activity, post-test 1-4 times/week 
• 1st grade – baseline pretest, timed test or math activity, post-test 1-4 times/week 
• K – 1st number sense activities; 2nd semester fact practice activities 1-4 times/week 
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Noblesville Schools 
School Improvement Action Plan 

Goal All students will improve language application skills across the curriculum. 
Benchmarks ISTEP+ Reading Comprehension scores will be 8% above the state average for 3rd-5th grade by June 30, 2015. 

ISTEP+ Writing Application scores will be 7% above the state average for 3rd-5th grade by June 30, 2015. 
Supporting Data  Areas of Greatest Progress Areas of Greatest Challenge 

• 4th	  &	  5th	  Grade	  special	  education	   • 3rd	  Grade	  special	  education	  
Targeted Subgroups Free & Reduced Lunch, Exceptional Learners, ELL 
 

Instructional Strategies (Teachers will…) Learning Outcomes (Students will…) 
Teachers will respond instructionally to student needs by 
collecting, analyzing, and interpreting evidence of student 
learning to establish classroom and individual goals. 

Students will collaborate with his/her teacher to establish an 
appropriate, specific, and challenging goal. 

Teachers will respond instructionally to student needs by 
providing feedback to students over time about their progress 
toward individual goals. 

Students will apply teacher feedback into independent practice 
and be accountable for progressing toward individual goals. 

Teachers will respond instructionally to student needs by 
explicitly teaching strategies to access reading, writing, and 
discussion skills through whole group, small group, and one-to-
one instruction. 

Students will apply strategies into their independent reading, 
writing, and discussion work across the curriculum. 

Teachers will respond instructionally to student needs by teaching 
toward independent application of strategies. 

Students will apply strategies into their independent reading, 
writing, and discussion work across the curriculum. 

  
Research Supporting 
Instructional Strategies 

The Continuum of Literacy Learning-Fountas and Pinnell; Comprehension and Fluency-Fountas and Pinnell; Guiding Readers 
and Writers-Fountas and Pinnell; Writing Workshop- The Essential Guide- Fletcher and Portalupi; A Guide to the Common Core 
Writing Workshop-Calkins; PBL in the Elementary Grades- Buck Institute for Education 

 
Professional Development 

Action Timeline 
Professional development on collecting, analyzing, and interpreting evidence of student learning to 
establish classroom and individual goals 

August 2014 - May 2015 
 
 

Professional development on responding to student needs through conferring instruction August 2014 - May 2015 
Professional development on Lucy Calkins’ Units of Study, Writing Pathways Grade-Level Rubrics 
and Progressions and On-Demand Prompt Writing. 

August 2014 – May 2015 
 

Collaboration and Individual coaching cycles with the Literacy Specialist August 2014 - May 2015 
 

Collaboration with the Media Specialist and Technology Assistant to plan lessons/activities using 
media, technology, and internet resources focusing on improving literacy 

August 2014 - May 2015 

 
  Monitoring System 

Action Review and Revision 
 Conferences and small-group notes 
 Student Writing & Reading Notebooks and Stop –and- Jots 
 Reading Benchmark Assessments/Progress Monitoring 
     Student Portfolios 
 Book Logs 
 Grade-level Writing rubric data 
 Student Data Binders 
 PLC discussions/notes 
     RTI Process 
 Administration Walkthroughs and Observations 
 SIP Implementation Rubric 

• Monthly	  
• Weekly	  
• BOY,	  MOY,	  EOY;	  bi-‐weekly	  or	  monthly	  
• Quarterly	  
• Quarterly	  
• BOY,	  MOY,	  EOY	  
• BOY,	  MOY,	  EOY	  
• Weekly	  
• Monthly	  
• A	  minimum	  of	  5	  times	  a	  year	  
• BOY,	  MOY,	  EOY	  

 

Assessments:  Standardized and/or locally developed measures of progress toward the goal   
ISTEP+ (3-5), Acuity (3-5), DIBELS/TRC Atlas (K-2), Fountas & Pinnell Benchmarking (2-5), IREAD 3, NCSC 
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Stony Creek School Improvement Plan Implementation Rubric 
Language Application 

 
Purpose of the goal: 
All	  students	  will	  improve	  language	  application	  across	  the	  curriculum. 
Full Implementation: 
Time Commitments 
• Writing instruction will occur four to five times a week with a writing workshop lasting 45-60 minutes. 
• Reading instruction will occur daily for a minimum of 90 minutes. 
 
Instructional Strategies 
• Teachers will establish classroom and individual goals and focus instruction based on evidence of student 

learning and needs. 
• Teachers will provide feedback to students over time about his/her progress toward individual goals. 
• Teachers will explicitly teach strategies and traits of proficient reading, writing, and discussion, so that 

students will implement them independently and develop reading, writing, and discussion skills. 
• Teachers will utilize whole group, small group, and conferring structures to respond to students’ needs. 
• The Writing Workshop will contain a short mini-lesson (10 minutes maximum), independent writing while 

the teacher confers with individuals and/or small groups, and ends with a small amount of time for students 
to share and celebrate their work. 

• Teachers will draw on a number of tools and resources to support instruction (exemplary student work, 
grade-level rubrics and continuums, notes, book logs, mentor texts, etc.) 

• Teachers will model and gradually transfer responsibility for students to purposefully discuss, collaborate, 
or seek feedback in partnerships and small groups. 

• Teacher will foster stamina and endurance by protecting daily time for all students to read, talk, and write 
independently about topics of their choice. 

• Teachers will model writing about reading in multiple forms across the curriculum and a variety of genres, 
so that students will write about reading independently to deepen and clarify their ideas about texts. 

 
Assessment Practices 
• Teacher takes notes during small group instruction and conferences to determine next steps for group and 

individual instruction. 
• Teachers will use grade-level writing rubrics to assess whole class and individual growth and needs three 

times a year and on a regular basis.   
• Teachers will use grade-level form assessments (Dibels, Fountas & Pinnell, Acuity, etc.) for instructional 

decision making. 
• Teachers will have students set goals and track progress in their data binders. Teachers and students will 

evaluate progress and set new goals. 
• Teacher will progress monitor students that need intensive intervention every 2 weeks, students that need 

strategic intervention once a month, and students that are meeting or exceeding expectations as needed. 
• Showcase portfolios containing student work for every student that may also include student reflections. 
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Partial Implementation: 
Time Commitments 
• Writing instruction may occur four times or less weekly with writing time at less than 45 minutes.  
• Reading instruction may occur daily for less than 90 minutes. 
 
Instructional Strategies 
• Teachers may establish classroom, group, and individual goals and focus instruction based on evidence of 

student learning and needs. 
• Teachers may provide feedback to students over time about his/her progress toward individual goals. 
• Teachers may teach strategies and traits of proficient reading, writing, and discussion, so that students will 

implement them independently and develop reading, writing, and discussion skills. 
• Teachers may utilize whole group, small group, and conferring structures to respond to students’ needs. 
• The Writing Workshop may contain a short mini-lesson, independent writing while the teacher confers with 

individuals and/or small groups, and ends with a small amount of time for students to share and celebrate 
their work. 

• Teachers may draw on a number of tools and resources to support instruction (exemplary student work, 
grade-level rubrics and continuums, notes, book logs, mentor texts, etc.) 

• Teachers may model and gradually transfer responsibility for students to purposefully discuss, collaborate, 
or seek feedback in partnerships and small groups. 

• Teacher will foster stamina and endurance by protecting daily time for all students to read, talk, and write 
independently about topics of their choice. 

• Teachers may model writing about reading in multiple forms across the curriculum and a variety of genres, 
so that students will write about reading. 

 
Assessment Practices  
• Teacher may take notes during small group instruction and conferences to determine next steps for group 

and individual instruction. 
• Teachers will use grade-level writing rubrics to assess whole class and individual growth and needs three 

times a year. 
• Teachers may use grade-level form assessments (Dibels, Fountas & Pinnell, Acuity, etc.) for instructional 

decision making. 
• Teachers will have students set goals and track progress in their data binders. 
• Teacher may progress monitor students that need intensive intervention every 2 weeks, students that need 

strategic intervention once a month, and students that are meeting or exceeding expectations as needed. 
• Students may have showcase portfolios containing personal work. 


